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After the Movia,'T"'?'; 
It's Imperative ,-,,,.. 

• -You Read the Report 

Ibis hardcover one.vohune digest 
has just been reissued! :-: .-- '1-.. t-  , , 

A gain, the assassination of IFI hao beekt 
ilthrust into our personal 'and national 
consciousness-. No matter what beliefs or 
questions you have about the assassination, 

Taz Wan= COION111101, avert --.-.! 
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:'you must refer to this book. This is more 
than just a factual report. The Conunission 
and its conclusions—right or wrongave 
become part of our history.  i-,  ..:,-=',=. 

,- IleView the evidence for-  yourself. From the statetnents of witnesses and the 
e 'reinination of the physical evidence to the report on Lee Harvey 'Oswald and the 
Commissions investigation into the possibility of a conspiracy—ft's all here bat-
ween'the pages of this fascinating historical document. '' - ---''' ' ----. ' ' "---"':' •-• . , - 	, 	 o',.1 :.:-..2. i .7,z2.7: 

The findings of the 
COmmission were published in 
two erlitionsa 24-vOlume set 
and a single volume, the only '- 
authoritative digest of the report. 
Amazingly, both editions were' 
out of.print.i.until now:,: 'I'•, .i-r.  

Whether you' ve seen the 
movie, or plan to, whether you've 
been embroiled in discuasions, or 
anticipate you v .e4=t444 is the 
essential reference you must 
r'-have. 8/118pp.-- : -: 	---- 
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